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Xavier Dekeyser
Universiteit van Antwerpen / KU Leuven

Of ‘Bodies’ and Related Names 
in the History of English Semantics:

Semantic Dynamics vs. Semantic Boundedness*

Abstract

This paper deals with the names for both living and dead bodies, more particularly oE 
lic and lichama, oE bodig and finally ME corpse. The main focus will be on the contrast 
between semantic dynamics and boundedness, together with what we refer to as semantic 
redeployment. Body proves to be a very dynamic lexeme. in addition, it also contributed 
to the system of grammaticalized quantifier pronouns. This is in sharp contrast with the 
boundedness of lic and lichama, which gradually got lost in the course of ME. initially, 
the loan lexeme corpse seemed to follow the semantic paradigm of body. However, in 
present-day English it has only preserved its prototypical meaning of dead body� inter-
estingly, my data suggest that words related to ‘death’ do not tend to give rise to any 
metonymical or metaphorical developments. The eventual result of these lexico-semantic 
changes is a far-reaching redeployment in Modern English in terms of a binary contrast 
between two lexical items: polysemous body, with a vast array of mostly metaphorical 
meanings, and monosemous corpse. 

0. Introduction

The title chosen for this study is somewhat vague and even euphemistic. Actually, 
we shall deal with the names for both living and dead bodies, more particularly 
oE lic and lichama, oE bodig and finally ME corpse. The main focus will be on 
the contrast between semantic dynamics and boundedness, together with what we 
refer to as semantic redeployment. 

1.  Living bodies

1.1. Old English lichama: doomed to disappear

Lichama is a compound which consists of lic- ‘body’ (see below) and hama ‘shape, 
covering.’ This noun occurred not only in oE but was also common in most old 
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Germanic languages, if not all; see oEd sub licham. in present-day dutch li-
chaam currently refers to a body, either living or dead; due to assimilation of /k/ 
to the following fricative it is now pronounced with /x/. in the Northern English 
dialects /k/ is not assibilated in palatal environments; hence forms like likhame. 
 Semasiologically its semantic structure is very simple: it denotes ‘body’, 
either living (1–2) or dead (3–4), without any further semantic extensions.  
The chronological data in the oEd also indicate that this noun was virtually  
extinct by c1500.

(1)  c1000 West Saxon Gospels: Matt. (Corpus Cambr.) vi.22: Þines lichaman 
leohtfæt is þin eage. (oEd)

 [‘The lantern of your body is your eye.’]

(2)  a1300 Cursor Mundi 635 Bath war naked þar licam, Bot þar for thoght þam 
þen na scham. (oEd)

 [‘Both their bodies were naked, but then they were not ashamed for it.’]

(3)  a1121 Peterb.Chron. (LdMisc. 636) an.1120: Feawa heora lichaman ahwær 
syþþan fundena wæron. (MEd)

 [‘Few of their bodies were recovered afterwards.’]

(4)  a1500 (c1386) Str.Erk (Hrl 2250) 179: Now, lykhame...layne þou no lenger! 
(MEd) 

 [‘Now, body… remain no longer silent.’]

1.2. From OE bodig to present-day body: an instance of semantic dynamics

The noun body was initially rather uncommon, seeing that the doE speaks of 
no more than 24 occurrences. The common word in this context seems to be lic 
(Molencki 2009, 348).Throughout the history of English the prototypical mean-
ing of this lexical item is the ‘complete physical form of a person or an animal’ 
(oEd, body i) (5–8). Closely related to this prototype is the meaning of ‘trunk’ as 
opposed to the limbs and the head (9–10). Although it could be argued that this 
meaning can be interpreted as a classic instance of metonymy, totum pro parte, we 
prefer to treat them as one prototypical cluster, given the fuzziness between these 
two categories in some contexts, as in (11). it will appear later in this paper that, 
strictly speaking, most of the metonymic and metaphorical extensions originate 
in the latter meaning.

(5)  tr. Bili St. Machutus 33: drihten on his godspelle cwæþ.. Þæt nan man ne 
mæg ane feþme to his bodige (L. ad staturam suam) geecean. (oEd)
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 [‘The Lord said in his gospel that no man may add a bosom to his body.’]

(6)  a1400 (a1325) Cursor Mundi (vesp.) l. 869: our bodies are now al bare. (oEd) 
[‘our bodies are now all naked.’]

(7)   1752 Rambler No.208. 10: A body languishing with disease. (oEd)

(8)    2000 N.Y. Mag. 8 May 6/3.: i – and most trainers i know – have a healthy, 
athletic body but am far from perfect. (oEd)

(9)    Ælfric. Lives of Saints (Julius) (1900) ii. 324: Hi næfdon þæt heafod (sc. St. 
Edmund) to Þam bodige. (oEd)

  [‘They did not have the head of (to) the body.’]

(10)    a1398 J.TrEviSA tr.Bartholomaeus Anglicus. De Proprietatibus Rerum 
(BL.Add. 27944) (1975) L.v. xxv. 217: Þe necke is a rounde membre and 
mene bytwene þe body and þe heed. (oEd)

  [‘The neck is a round member in between the body and the head.’]

(11)    c1450 Ponthus (dgb 185) 84/16: And stroke hym into the body alfe a fote. 
(MEd)

  [‘And stabbed him in his body half a foot.’]

in this context see also example (56) below: heofodleas bodig.
 For the sake of completeness i want to point out in passing that the entry in 
the doE also contains a few citations in which bodig glosses Latin spina ‘back-
bone’, which is a classic instance of metonymy totum pro parte. The use of bodig 
here may well be due to the lack of a specific term for this concept in oE.
 Body was also used euphemistically to denote a ‘corpse’, occasionally with 
the specifying adjective dead, possibly to shy away from more straightforward 
nouns like lich or corpse; see below. The data seem to suggest that this was a post-
oE development.

(12)   a1225 (1200) St. Katherine l. 2242: & leauen hare bodies unbiburiet alle.  
(oEd)

  [‘& leave all their bodies unburied.’]

(13)    ?a1475 Ludus Coventriae 357: We shal brenne here body. (oEd)
 [‘We shall burn her body.’]

(14)   1535 Bible (Coverdale) 1 Kings xiii. 24: The lyon stode by the body (1382 
Wyclif careyn, 1388 dead body). (oEd)
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(15)   2000 G. SANToro Myself when I am Real (2001) 9: He had decided to 
have his body cremated and scattered over the Ganges river. (oEd)

in what follows we shall trace the semantic evolution of body in terms of  
metonymy and metaphor, based on Taylor (1997, 122–147); the former is char-
acterized by the association between two more or less cognate domains, while  
the latter is the transfer or projection from one domain on to an other mostly  
more abstract one. 

1.2.1. Metonymic extensions: contiguity

We shall first address metonymy based on (spatial) contiguity, which marks the 
traditional view. Body can occur in the meaning of “the part of a dress or other 
garment which covers the body...” (oEd). The data in the dictionary suggest that 
this is an EModE innovation. Here are a few examples:

(16)    1580 Second & Third Blast Plaies 106: The shreds of whose curiositie our 
Historians haue now stolen from them, being by practise become as cun-
ning as the Taylor to set a new vupper bodie to an old coate...

(17)    1611 in J. B. Heath Some Acct. Worshipful Company of Grocers (1869) 92: 
That none should wear… any body or sleeves of wire...

(18)    (1951) G. HEyEr Quiet Gentleman ii.22: Her gown… was of white sars-
net, with a pink body, and long sleeves.

The oEd also points to a recent chiefly British case of metonymy: “a woman’s 
or girl’s close-fitting one-piece garment for the upper body...”, which can be  
regarded as a (physical) narrowing of the previous meaning.

(19)    (1986) daily Tel. 21 Apr. 11/1: The Body is quite simply a sweater or a  
T-Shirt that follows the body-line���

(with both the literal and the metonymical meaning.)

1.2.2   Metonymy and metaphor: the interface

interestingly, the essence of metonymy has been recently widened to any possible 
association between entities that can be connected “within a given conceptual 
structure” (Taylor 1997, 123–124). This broadened view of metonymy can also be 
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applied to the connection of the prototypical concept of “body”, as defined above, 
with the chief or prominent part of something else; see MEd and oEd. Actually, 
a cluster of meanings is involved here, and it is not always easy to specify whether 
there is a transfer to another domain (metaphorization) or not. The transition from 
metonymy to metaphor, if any, can be gradual in some cases. 
 Metonymic associations, i believe, are found in concepts like “trunk/stem of 
a tree” (20–21), “main part of a vessel” (22), “a musical instrument” (23), “aisle 
of a church” (24), and some more1�

(20)   c1330 (?c1300) Bevis (Auch) 2512: His clob was.. A lite bodi of an ok. 
(MEd)

 [‘His heavy stick… was a light trunk of an oak tree.’]

(21)   c1425 (a1420) Lydg. TB (Aug A.4) 2.6783): A tree..of whiche... þe body as 
a mast was right. (MEd)

 [‘A tree... whose... trunk was as right as a mast.’]

(22)   a1400 Lanfranc (Ashm 1396) 351/18: Loke þou haue a strong vessel... & 
loke Þat Þe couercle Þerof & Þe bodi be wel closing. (MEd)

  [‘Take care you have a solid vessel... & take care that the lid and the vessel 
itself fit well.’]

(23)    1687 G. MiEGE Great Fr. Dict. at Ame: The sound-posts that stand up 
within the body of musical instrument. (oEd)

(24)    1418 EEWills 35/14: The body of the Parisshe Chirche of Tasseley in Shrop-
shire. (MEd)

   [‘The nave of the parish church of Tasseley in Shropshire.’]

 verging on metaphor is the meaning of “main portion of a document or other 
text” (oEd). indeed, it is arguable that this semantic extension involves some 
transfer to another domain as well. Here are a few examples: 

(25)   c1405 (1395) CHAUCEr Clerk’s Tale (Hengwrt) (2003) l.42: First with 
heigh stile he enditeth Er he the body of his tale writeth. (oEd)

 [‘First he ends in elevated style before he writes the body of his tale.’]

(26)   1654 J.BrALHALL. Just Vindic. Church of Eng. iv.80: The encroach-
ments... mentioned in the body of that law. (oEd)

(27)   1861 TroLLoPE Orley Farm (1862) i. i.3: The body of the will was in the 
handwriting of the widow... (oEd)
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1.2.3. Metaphorization

All but a few instances of metaphorization of body are related to a variety of 
meanings of “(a) person” or collectively “persons”. However, we shall first ad-
dress a minor case, viz. that of “comparative solidity” or “richness” (oEd). Here 
the concept of “central part” is transferred to what we could generally refer to as 
“(chief) quality”.

(28)    1647 J. HoWELL. New Vol. of Lett. 141: in Greece there are no wines that 
have bodies enough to beare the sea for long voyages. (oEd)

(29)    1735 Dict. Polyraph (at cited word): To bear a body, a term us’d of painting 
colours..  (oEd)

(30)    1884 Spectator 4 oct. 1304/1: Metaphor and language.. meant to conceal 
the want of body in the thought and emotion beneath. (oEd)

 Since it is not the aim of the present paper to look at metonymy and metaphor 
in the semantic structure of body in detail, we shall confine ourselves to a very 
general outline of the major aspects. The commonest metaphorization of body is 
the meaning of “a person” (31–33) or collectively “a group of people” (34–36); 
once again, clusters of meanings are involved in either case. Here follows a ran-
dom selection of a few examples:

(31)    a1400 (a1325) Cursor Mundi (Fairf.14) l.3300: A better body drank neyuer 
wine. (oEd/MEd)

   [‘A superior person never drank wine.’]

(32)    1477 CAXToN tr. r. Le Fèvre Hist.Jason (1913) 121: Euery noble body 
ought sonner chese the deth thenne to do... thing that sholde be ayenst their 
honour. (oEd)

    [‘Every noble person ought to choose death rather than do things against 
their honour.’]

(33)    1533 Bible (Coverdale) Psalms xiii(i). 1: The foolish bodyes saye in their 
hertes: Tush, there is no God. 

(34)    ?a1425 (c1380) Chaucer Bo.(Benson-robinson) 3.pr. 10.184: Whether that 
alle thise thinges... conjoynen as a maner body of blisfulnesse by diversite 
of parties or members. (MEd)

    [‘do all these things... join together as a kind of union of happinesss due to 
the diversity of parties or members.’]
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(35)    1570 Act 13 Eliz. xviii. Pream.: Beneficial Causes.. to insue to the Body of 
this Common Wealth. (oEd)

(36)    1625 C.BUrGES New Discov. Personal Tithes 20: The Lawes... enacted by 
the King and the whole Body of the Kingdome.

1.2.4. Indefinite pronouns with -body: a case of grammaticalization

in the course of Late ME body, obviously in the sense of “person”, was grammati-
calized to a set of indefinite pronouns with some-, no- or any-. Molencki (2009) 
analyses this process in detail, so we can confine ourselves to the essentials.
 initially, and roughly till EModE, these pronouns were mostly written as two 
separate words or with a hyphen, which proves the process of full grammaticali-
zation to have taken a long time. Here are a few examples for somebody (37–39), 
nobody (40–41) and anybody (42):

(37)   1526 Bible (Tyndale) Luke viii. f. lxxxviii: And iesus sayd: Someboody 
touched me. (printed in one word) (oEd)

(38)    1592 Ard. of Feversham iii.v: Soft, Ales, for here comes some body.

(39)    1710 J. AddiSoN Tatler No.155.2: i heard some body at a distance hem-
ming after me. (oEd) 

(40)    1490 CAXToN tr. Foure Sonnes of Aymon (1885) iv.120: And thenne the 
foure brethren wente vp to the hall, and met with noo body. (oEd)

   [‘And then the four brothers went to the hall and met nobody.’]

(41)    1791 A. rAdCLiFFE Romance of Forest ii. x. 88: your father, nor nobody 
else have ever sent after you. (oEd)

(42)    1490 CAXToN tr. Eneydos xxii.81: Without to notyfye them to eny body 
lyuynge. (oEd)

   [‘Without notifying them to anybody.’]

 The indefinites with -body typically match other quantifier pronouns with -one or 
-thing (someone, something, etc.), which seems to indicate that the noun body 
must have been an utterly common element in the ME and EModE lexicon, just 
like one or thing, and so being able to give rise to grammaticalization.
 We want to observe, in passing, that the question of unidirectionality of gram-
maticalization, i.e. from a lexical to a grammatical item (see Hopper and Traugott 
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1993, 94ff.) is still a controversial issue. Hopper and Traugott (128–129) regard 
it as an “unresolved question” for lack of sufficient and convincing evidence. 
Some counterexamples to the hypothesis of unidirectionality are provided by the 
indefinite pronouns with -body. indeed, all of them can be and are re-lexicalized 
to nouns meaning “a person”, often with a depreciatory connotation; see oEd sub 
somebody, nobody and anybody�

(43)    a1566 r.EdWArdS Damon & Pithias (1571) sig. Bj.: Ere you came hyther, 
poore i was somebody, The Kinge delighted in mee, now i am but a noddy 
(i.e. simpleton). (oEd)

(44)    1724  SWiFT Let. to People of Ireland 15: Some body in England em-
powered a Second Some body to write to a third Somebody here. (oEd)

The first somebody should be interpreted as a pronoun while the other ones are 
clearly examples of lexicalization.

(45)    1835 Court Mag.6 188/2: The woman who fancies herself somebody. 
(oEd)

(46)    1657 J.TrAPP Comm. Neh. iv.4 We are... nullified, as a company of No-
bodies. (oEd)

(47)    1922 J.JoyCE Ulysses ii.xii (Cyclops) 308: And who was he, tell us?  
A nobody. (oEd)

(48)   1858 BriGHT Speech 21 dec. (1876) 306: Two or three anybodies. (oEd)

This survey shows the remarkably dynamic semantic development of body, char-
acterized by metonymy, metaphor, grammaticalization, and, indirectly, re-lexical-
ization, roughly in this chronological order. it should be noted that there is a fuzzy 
area between metonymy and metaphor, and that grammaticalization is rooted in 
the metaphorical category, which, as a matter of fact, also holds for the process of 
re-lexicalization.

1.3. A short excursion into “life”

This lexical item occurred in various old Germanic dialects (old Frisian, old 
Saxon, etc.) in the meaning of ‘body’; see oEd sub life. it is still commonly used 
in present-day dutch and German: resp. lijf and Leib. By contrast, in English it 
has always assumed a marginal position in the onomasiological set related to body 
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and is mostly found in fixed collocations, such as life and limb or life and soul� 
in my opinion, the lexico-semantic boundedness of life should be ascribed both 
to lexical “redundancy” and to its peripheral status in the entire cluster involved 
throughout the history of English. Here are a few random examples, (49 and 53) 
from the oEd and (50–52) from the MEd:

(49)   Homily: Sunnandæges Spell (Tiber.A.iii) in A. S. Napier Wulfstan (1883) 
218: And swa hwylc man, swa his weorc deþ an þane halgan Sunnandeg, 
þanne weorþaþ þæs mannes lif and saule of þam heape mines folces.

   [‘And if whatever man does his work (?what he ought to) on the holy Sun-
day, then the life and soul of that man is honoured by the multitude of my 
people.’]

(50)    c 1275 (? A 1200) Lay. Brut (Clga A.9) 2817: He hehte hælden griÞ & friÞ 
uppe  leome  & uppe lif.

(51)    (c1390) Chaucer CT� Pars. (Manly-rickert) i. 517: Loue thy neighebore as 
thy self, that is to seyn, to sauacion both of lyf and of soule� 

    [‘Love your neighbour as yourself, that is to say, to the salvation of both life 
and soul.’]

(52)    (c1395) Chaucer CT. Sum. (Manly-rickert) d. 1807: Thanked be god, that 
yow yaf soule and lyf.

   [‘Thank God, who gave you soul and life.’]

(53)    1881 M. E. BrAddoN Asphodel ii. 137: All wild and rugged coast, she 
denounced sweepingly, as dangerous to life and limb� 

Given the very limited incidence of life in the meaning of ‘body’, it is not included 
in the overall survey of the present study.

2. Dead bodies

2.1. The demise of lich

Equivalents of this noun occur in most other Germanic languages in the meaning 
of ‘dead body’, as in Modern dutch lijk and German Leiche. The oEd points out 
that the original meaning was probably ‘form, shape’. in oE and ME it could be 
used to refer to a ‘living body’; however in the course of Late ME this meaning 
got lost. Here are a few examples:
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(54)    Beowulf 733: Þæt he gedælde.. anra gehwylces lif wiþ lice� (oEd)
   [‘That he severed the life of everybody/warrior from (his) body.’]

(55)    (1362) LANGLANd Piers Plowman A.Xi.2: A wyf... þat lene was of lich 
and of louh chere. (oEd)

   [‘A woman… who had a lean body and a humble countenance.’]

Another meaning was that of “dead body”. in the first example below both mean-
ings are explicitly distinguished, while (heafodleas) bodig is used to translate 
truncus:

(56)    AEGi 319.15: corpus lic ægþer ge cuces mannes ge deades, truncus hea-
fodleas bodig. (doE)

  [‘Corpus body either of a living or a dead man, truncus headless body.’]

(57)    c893 tr. orosius Hist� i.i §23: Ealle þa hwile þe þat lic biþ inne, þær sceal 
beon gedrync & plega. (oEd)

    [‘All the time when the dead body is indoors, there shall be drinking and 
playing.’]

(58)    1154 Anglo-Saxon Chron. anno 1135 (Laud): Þa namen his sune & his frend 
& brohten his lic to Engle lande. (oEd)

    [‘Then his son and his friends took (the king) and brought his body to Eng-
land.’]

(59)   c1440 Promptorium Parvulorum 302/2: Lyche, dede body. 

 it can be inferred from the chronological data in the oEd that lich ‘dead 
body’ was virtually extinct as early as EModE. in present-day English it only 
survives in a few compounds, most of which are obsolete, such as lich house 
‘mortuary’, lichgate ‘the roofed gateway to a churchyard’ or the name of the city 
of Lichfield�
 interestingly, the MEd sub lich mentions a few sparsely attested ex-
amples of metonymy. This noun was sometimes used in the meaning of 
‘wake’: the attendant waking was metonymically associated with the dead  
body.

(60)    c1450 (?c1425) St.Mary Oign. (dc 114) 182/2: Whan sche come to vs, þe 
belles were rungen for þe liche, and þen sche was present while þe body 
was wasschen and buryed.

    [‘When she came to us the bells were tolled, and then she was present while 
the body was washed and buried.’]
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2.2� Corpse: a loan from medieval French/Latin

Corpse is a ME loanword introduced c1300 from Middle French, and indirectly 
also medieval Latin, meaning body, either living or dead (oEd). We will first ad-
dress the meaning of dead body.
 This is the current meaning of corpse up to the present time. it sometimes 
occurs with the specification dead (63), which can be interpreted as a instance of 
pleonasm, or indicating that this lexical item was originally associated with a liv-
ing body. Apart from the literal meaning there are no further developments, unlike 
corpse in (66–67) below.

(61)    c1275 Ken. Serm. (LdMisc 471) 216/55: Mirre... defendet þet Cors þet is 
mide i smered þet no werm nel comme i hende. (MEd)

    [‘Myrrh… protects the corpse with which it is smeared in order that no 
worm will come near it.’]

(62)    1386 CHAUCEr Squire’s Tale 511: As in toumbe is al the faire aboue And 
vnder is the corps (so 3 MSS., 2 cors, 2 cours). (oEd)

   [‘As in a tomb all the beauty is above and the corpse is underneath.’]

(63)    1490 CAXToN tr. Eneydos iv.19: vpon a deed corps to take vengeaunce 
soo inutyl. (oEd)

   [‘To take vengeance on a (dead) corpse is so inutile.’]

(64)    1549 Bk. Common Prayer Buriall f. xxiiii: The priest metyng the Corps at 
the Churche style. (oEd)

(65)    1839 C. THirLWALL. Hist. Greece viii.73: The ditch... was now partly 
filled with arms and corpses. (oEd)

From the very beginning corpse also denotes ‘living body’, and it is precisely this 
notion that underlies a few short-lived metonymical and/or metaphorical exten-
sions, and so it partly follows the semantic pattern of body; see above.
 For one thing, the data suggest that the literal meaning got lost in the course 
of EModE (oEd).

(66)    c1325 Coer de L. 1954 (MS. 15thc.): And fel on knees down of his hors And 
bade Mercy, for Goddes corps� (oEd)

    [‘And fell from his horse on his knees And begged for mercy, for the sake 
of God’s Body.’]
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(67)    c1390 Chaucer CT.Mcp. (Manly-rickert) H67: Than shal we alle haue ynow 
to doone in lifting vp his heuy drunken cors. (MEd)

   [‘Then we shall all have enough to do, lifting up his heavy drunken body.’]

Example (68) is chronologically the last we have come across in the oEd:

(68)    1706 E. WArd Hudibras Redivivus i. vii.3: i shov’d my bulky Corps 
along.

 Just like with body, the literal meaning is extended to metonymy: “the main 
portion or bulk of something”, or “a body of persons” (72), which could also be 
interpreted as an instance of metaphor:

(69)    c1380 WyCLiF Sel.Wks.iii.504: i suppose... þat þo gospel of Crist be hert 
of þo corps of Gods lawe. (oEd)

     [‘i assume that the gospel of Christ is heard as regards the body of God’s 
law.’]

(70)    1533 T. MorE Apol.iv. in Wks. 849/2: Though the corps and bodye of the 
scripture be not translated vnto them in theyr mother tongue. (oEd)

(71)    1626 BACoN Elements Common Lawes (1630) Ep.ded.sig. A2: one com-
petent and uniforme corps of law. (oEd)

(72)    1532 Sir T. MorE Let. in J.Strype Eccl.Mem. i App.xlviii.134: Sith al 
Christendom is one corps. (oEd)

it should be noted that in (70) corps and body are used as doublets, which proves 
them to be synonymous.
 And following body, corpse is also used in the metaphorical sense of ‘per-
son’. However, the distinction between the literal meaning and metaphor can be 
fuzzy, as in (74):

(73)    c1390 Chaucer CT.Pard. (Manly-rickert) C.304: i pray to god so saue thy 
gentil cors (MEd)

   [‘i pray to God to save your gentle person’]

(74)    c1400 (?a1300) KAlex. (LdMisc 622) 3807: He lete his pray and fleigh on 
hors, Forto saue his owen cors. (MEd)

   [‘He left his prey and fled on horseback, to save himself.’]
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(75)    c1460 (?c1400) Beryn (Nthld 55) 3246: As myne owne corps (rime: hors)  
i woll cherish hym. (MEd)

   [‘i will cherish him as myself.’]

3. Diachronic survey of the lexico-semantic developments

A: living body B: dead body C: metonymy/metaphor

 Old English        Middle English  Modern English

oE lichama 
   (A/B)

oE bodig
    (A) 

    (B) 

    (C) 

oE lic 
  (A/B)

ME corpse
 (A) 

 (B) 

 (C)

4. Looking back

What information can we gather from these data? it appears from the brief survey 
given above that body proves to be a very dynamic lexeme. indeed, in the course 
of time it developed a series of metonymical and metaphorical meanings, all of 
which are still currently used in present-day English. in addition, it also contrib-
uted to the system of grammaticalized  quantifier pronouns and as such we can 
rank it with other frequent nouns like thing or one.
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 This is in sharp contrast with the boundedness of lic and lichama, which 
gradually got lost in the course of ME; here semantic boundedness leads to out-
right lexical loss. The question whether this loss must be ascribed to semantic 
rivalry with the more dynamic body or the introduction of the French/Latin loan-
word corpse proves to be a tricky one, and so difficult to answer satisfactorily. 
initially, the loan lexeme corpse seemed to follow the semantic paradigm of body. 
However, in present-day English it has only preserved its prototypical meaning of 
dead body. importantly, my data suggest that words related to ‘death’ do not give 
rise to any metonymical or metaphorical developments. This is perfectly under-
standable from a psychological point of view.
 The eventual result of these lexico-semantic changes is a far-reaching rede-
ployment in Modern English in terms of a binary contrast between two lexical 
items: polysemous body with a vast array of meanings and monosemous corpse.

5. Epilogue: what about corpus?

Corpus was borrowed at the very end of ME, in the meaning of ‘body of a man or 
an animal’ probably in the wake of corpse. one of the first examples given by the 
oEd derives from Caxton:

(76)    1490 CAXToN tr. Eneydos li. (1890) 143: They came with the corpus, 
making gret mone.

    [‘They came with the corpse, moaning bitterly.’]

The dictionary specifies that it was formerly frequent, but “now only humorous 
or grotesque.”
 The further semantic development of corpus is characterized by one single 
process of metaphorization in later Modern English: broadly, a body or collec-
tion of material of whatever kind. The (scarcity of) intermediate data in the oEd 
seems to suggest that the link with the prototypical meaning is rather tenuous, if 
existing at all. The metaphorical concept may well be due to the occurrence of 
corpus in (learned) Latin phrases from physiology and law, as corpus callosum 
(brain) or corpus juris; for details see the oEd.
 The first quotation given by the oEd is interesting in that it contains a defini-
tion of corpus in its metaphorical sense:

(77)    1728 E.CHAMBErS Cycl� Corpus, is also used in Matters of Learning, for 
several Works of the same nature, collected, join’d, and bound together... 
The Corpus of the Civil Law is composed of the digest, Code, and insti-
tutes... We have also a Corpus of the Greek Poets.
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The use of ‘also’ seems to suggest that there may be another meaning involved 
as well, perhaps the prototype ‘body’ still lingering on. The oEd mentions also a 
few 19th century quotations, not very many, of “a complete collection of writings 
or the like....”.
 in the second half of the previous century this meaning re-emerges in the 
context of linguistic analysis:

(78)    1963 Language 39 1: in the analysis of the data, the structural features of 
the corpora will first be described.

(79)    1983 G.LEECH et al. in Trans. Philol. Soc .25: We hope that this will be 
judged.. as an attempt to explore the possibilities and problems of corpus-
based research by reference to first-hand experience, instead of by a general 
survey.

Corpus is now currently used in the compound corpus linguistics� Here are two 
very recent quotations from the oEd, draft Additions September 2013:

(80)    1959 Internat.Jrnl. Amer. Linguistics 25 216/2: By definition, this means 
closed corpus linguistics, formerly known as philology.

(81)    2011 M. BAKEr & PErEZ-GoNZALEZ in J. Simpson Routledge Handbk. 
Appl. Linguistics iii.41: Corpus Linguistics has provided a robust method-
ology for studying translation since the mid-1990s.

 To conclude: our oldest quotation dates from Beowulf, while the last is from 
2011, and in between lie the bodies, dead or alive!

Summer 2014: First World War Centenary.

Notes

*  My thanks go to my former student dr. Caroline Gevaert, University of Leu-
ven/KULAK, for providing me with the data about oE bodig from the online 
Dictionary of Old English�

1  it is worth pointing out here the doE sub body cites only one example in this 
context for oE, viz. sules bodig ‘body of a plough’. However, seeing that 
there is only one single attestation in the doE, this instance will further be 
disregarded in the present study.
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